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China
The promise offered
by last great frontier

PAGE 18fm Index investing

S carred by reputational
damage and record fines,
banks have staged a retreat
from involvement in
benchmarks. But extricat-

ing them from the broader index
business may be more difficult, and
evenundesirable.

In the two years since the Libor
scandal broke, banks have faced
widespread opprobrium and finan-
cial pain. In addition to paying $6bn
in fines for the manipulation of
wholesale interest rates, banks have
recently been embroiled in another
damaging investigation, this time
regarding the rigging of benchmark
rates in the $5.3tn-a-day foreign
exchangemarket.

On November 12, six banks agreed
to pay $4.3bn in penalties to US, UK
and Swiss regulators for control fail-
ures and manipulatory behaviour in
their forextradingunits.

In every area of finance where
banks have historically played a
potentially conflicting role – provid-
ing price information to the broader
market and offering to trade on the
basis of such reference prices – prac-
ticesarebeingoverturned.

In July, four banks – Barclays,
HSBC, Bank of Nova Scotia and
Société Générale – announced that
they would hand over responsibility
for London’s gold fix to a third party.
In early November, London’s Bullion
Market Association reported that
trading platform Intercontinental
Exchange would be responsible for
thedailyreferencepriceofgold.

The 117-year-old silver fix was
replaced inAugustbya jointplatform
run by the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange and Thomson Reuters. The
London Metal Exchange will give
daily reference prices in platinum
andpalladiumfromDecember1.

Post-Libor, the broader benchmark
business, including provision of
equity and bond indices, has also
been drawn into regulators’ sights. In
a set of principles issued in 2013, the
International Organization of Securi-
ties Commissions (Iosco) defined
benchmarks in broad terms, exempt-
ing only indices run by governments
for public policy purposes and refer-
ence prices used by central counter-
partieswhensettlingtrades.

“The decision to cover a wide range
of benchmarks in the Iosco principles
was a political one,” says one person
closetothesediscussionsat thetime.

Compared with Iosco’s “comply or
explain” approach, a new European 

Union benchmark regulation, due to
come into force in 2016, will have
legally binding force over Europe’s
index industry participants. The reg-
ulation will also determine how index
firms based in other jurisdictions can
operatewithintheEU.

However, despite the recent trend
of fines, policy makers also appear to
accept that a sudden exit of banks
from the process of setting reference
pricescouldhaveadverseeffects.

The EU proposes the concept of a
“criticalbenchmark” inareasdeemed
important for the functioning of the
financial system,andforregulators to
have the power to levy contributions
fromtheentities theysupervise.

For non-critical benchmarks (a
category that in EU draft regulation
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Banks retreat frombenchmarks
Given scandals, fines and reputational risk, the way ahead is unclear, reports Paul Amery

In areas of financewhere
banks play a potentially
conflicting role, practices
are being overturned
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One of the crown jewels of the index-
ing industry is up for sale. This is the
latest of a series of strategic deals
bringing change of ownership for
some of the most important bench-
marksinglobal financialmarkets.

Barclays is considering the sale
of its Index, Portfolio and Risk Solu-
tions (IPRS) unit, which provides
benchmarks for billions of dollars
of assets in derivatives, structured
products,mutual fundsandexchange
tradedfunds.

Barclays is also the world’s leading
provider of fixed income indices, and
the sale of IPRS is expected to raise up
to $500m. Two contenders – S&P
Dow Jones Indices and Markit –
have emerged as the favourites to
acquire IPRS.

Buying Barclays’ indexing business
would help S&P Dow Jones Indices
extend its reach into bond markets,
building on its already considerable
presence as a provider of equity and
commoditybenchmarks.

Markit is arguably best known as a
provider of benchmarks used in
derivative contracts such as credit
default swaps, but it also provides
cash bond indices for which the
Barclays indexing business would
appeartobeanatural fit.

Index providers collect fees based
on assets under management tied to
their benchmarks. Record inflows in
2014 into fixed income exchange
traded funds (ETFs) provide an illus-
tration of the strategic importance of
IPRStoapotentialbuyer.

Vanguard’s Total Bond Market ETF
has pulled in $5.8bn so far this year,
while the BlackRock iShares Core US
Aggregate Bond ETF has garnered
$5.4bn. Both these ETFs track Bar-
clays’ indices.

However, inflows into those two
ETFs are just part of a much broader
shift into index-linked investments.
Assets held in index tracking funds
and mandates are forecast to reach
$22.7tn by 2020, up from $7.3tn in
2012, according to a projection from
theconsultancyPwC.

Asset growth on such an enormous
scale is one of the key drivers behind
the new alliances being forged
between index providers and stock
exchange operators, as the fortunes
of these two sectors become ever
more intertwined.

Earlier this year, the London Stock
Exchange Group bought Russell
Investments, index compiler and
asset manager, for $2.7bn from US
insurerNorthwesternMutual.

The LSE will combine Russell’s

indexing business, which has $5.2tn
of benchmarked assets, with its exist-
ing FTSE International operations,
with$4tnofassets.

The deal, which is the LSE’s biggest
to date, will significantly increase
the exchange’s presence in the US,
where Russell’s equity indices are
widely used in tracker funds and
asbenchmarks.

In October 2012, Nasdaq omx
bought the mergent family of divi-
dend indices. As well as expanding its
indexing operations, the deal should
allow Nasdaq to offer a fuller range of
services beyond trading and listings,
areas where exchange operators’ rev-
enueshavebeenunderpressure.

In 2011, the exchange operator
CME Group and McGraw Hill, the
owner of S&P Indices, united their
indexing businesses in a joint ven-
ture. The deal brought together
under one roof the Dow Jones Indus-
trial Average and the S&P 500 Index,
the two most widely followed US
equitybenchmarks.

More deals seem likely as other
banks exit from their indexing busi-
nesses amid pressure from regulators
who would prefer to see indices sup-
plied by independent providers that
do not sell financial products based
ontheirproprietarybenchmarks.

In April, Bloomberg – which is
building a presence in the indexing

industry – acquired a family of
Australian bond indices from UBS,
and also assumed responsibility
for the governance, calculation,
distribution and licensing of the
UBScommodity indices.

But critics question whether end
users are seeing real benefits from
consolidation in the indexing indus-
try, arguing that it is stifling competi-
tionandhindering innovation.

In response, Alex Matturri, chief
executive of S&P Dow Jones Indices,
says consolidation in the indexing
industry has brought “a lot of bene-
fits” to end users.

“Unifying the indexing operations
of S&P and Dow Jones as a single pro-
vider has helped us develop new indi-
ces and to be more efficient in provid-
ingservices toclients,”hesays.

But Christos Costandinides, a long-
time industry analyst now working
as an independent consultant, says
that consolidation is giving more
powerto fewerplayers.

He notes that end users are increas-
ingly questioning the fees they have
to pay, illustrated by Vanguard’s deci-
sion in 2012 to switch from using
MSCI benchmarks to cheaper FTSE
and CRSP (Center for Research in
SecurityPrices) indices.

“There is growing discussion as to
what the level of compensation
should be for using an index and how

much an index provider’s proprietary
intellectual property is worth, espe-
cially for equity indices where a lot of
the information is already available
for free,”saysMrCostandinides.

He believes there is broad consen-
sus among investors supporting the
needforreform,whileaddingthat it is
unclear which steps will best improve
transparencyandcompetitiveness.

The large index providers that are
attached to exchange operators and
data providers will continue to be
able to defend their current levels
of fees and charges unless more is
done to make the provision of
data used in benchmarks more
competitive, saysMrCostandinides.

This is even more true for fixed
income indices as the asset class
trades over-the-counter, and there-
fore pricing information availability
canbemore limited.

“A handful of players that often
have exclusivity in access to certain
asset prices gives disproportionate
power to certain index providers, and
makes it very difficult for anybody
else to enter the space,”hesays.

But Mr Matturri of S&P Dow Jones
Indices rejects this argument. “We
have extensive relationships with
exchangeoperators.But thatdoesnot
preclude exchange operators from
selling data to our competitors, such
asMSCIandFTSE,”hesays.

Recordgrowthseesnewalliances

In themarket:
Barclays may
sell its index
unit— Jason
Alden/Bloomberg

‘There is
discussion on
compensation
for using an
index’
CHRISTOS
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Smart beta has been one of the
most heavily marketed invest-
ment strategies in recent years
with an explosion in the
number of available products.
The appeal of these alternative
indices is they offer investors a
halfway house between classic
passiveandactive funds.

Marketing along these lines
has paid off. These products,
which use a systematic, rules-
based approach that tilts a
portfolio towards a particular
investment factor, are clearly
invogue.

MSCI’s smart beta indices
have attracted assets of more
than $100bn, with half coming
Europe, according to Deborah
Yang, head of the index busi-
ness in Emea and South Asia at
MSCI.

Although that is still a drop
in the ocean compared with
the $9.5tn following MSCI’s
total indices, Ms Yang adds
that the assets allocated to the
category are growing fast –
with a high rate of adoption by
newinstitutionalmandates.

The success of smart beta
products is not confined to
index providers – it has bled
into the exchange-traded
product universe. By Novem-
ber, there were more than
5,300 exchange-trade prod-
ucts and around 896 equity
smartbetaproducts.

This proliferation in the
number of equity smart beta
products is testament to their
popularity as it has only
become recently available in
the form of an exchange-
tradedproduct(ETP).

Ursula Marchioni, head of
iShares Emea equity strategy
& ETP research at iShares says:
“While global smart beta ETPs
make up 16.5 per cent of the
total assets under manage-
ment of equity ETPs, nearly 30
per cent of year-to-date new
equity inflows have been into
smart beta products, as of end
ofOctober.”

Yet only a small number of
products have strong asset
inflow.

“While there are hundreds
of products available, new
mandates have been concen-
trated into a relatively small
number of strategies,” says
John Belgrove, senior partner
atconsultancyAonHewitt.

There are two particular

product areas that are attract-
ing most of the asset inflows
from UK pension schemes.
Most of these mandates are
either for more fundamental-
ly-based products, which are
more value and small-cap ori-
ented,or for lowvolatility, says
MrBelgrove.

Fundamental smart beta
strategies are popular with
investors because they are
familiar with both value-
oriented funds and the small-
cappremium;activemanagers
have been running these types
of investment strategies for
decades.

And both these strategies
have been shown to deliver
higher returns than the mar-
ketoverthe long-term.

While there is a large variety
of fundamental indices availa-
ble, Research Affiliates’ RAFI
indices have proved the most
popular, saysMrBelgrove.

Phil True, head of equity
fund manager research at Aon
Hewitt, says: “This index is a
combination of four different
factors that offers the advan-
tage of being a cheap and
transparent way of capturing
the value and size premium.”
RAFI has also heavily mar-
keted itsproducts,headds.

Low volatility strategies are
appealing as they offer inves-
tors a way to reduce the risk of
investing in equities – high on
institutional investors’ agenda
sincethefinancialcrisis.

Mr Belgrove says: “Follow-
ing a good run in equity mar-
kets in recent years, many
schemes are looking at ways of
further reducing the risks in
theirgrowthportfolios.

Low volatility strategies
allow them to stay in equities
but with a 20 per cent to 30 per
centreduction inrisk.”

The dominant low volatility
index provider is MSCI, says
Mr True. It launched its World
Minimum Volatility Index in
April 2008, just before the
financial crisis wreaked its
worst on the value of equity
portfolios.

While RAFI’s and MSCI’s
alternative indices are among
the most popular to track, to
follow these strategies inves-
torsneedaproductprovider to
produce the investment funds.

The largest providers of
alternativestrategies intheUK
are Legal & General, Black-
Rock, State Street and Invesco,
says Robert Holford, senior
consultantatSpenceJohnson.

Although fundamental and
low volatility strategies are
popular among UK pension
schemes, different strategies

are successful in other parts of
the market. Mr Holford says:
“More complex, risk-focused
quant-type strategies have
been popular with the UK
retail investor but not institu-
tional investors.” In Europe,
risk-focused products are
more popular among Dutch
and French pension funds
while fundamental products

are favoured by Nordic institu-
tions,headds.

As expected, it is institu-
tional investors who are using
these products in the most
sophisticatedway.Rather than
simply choosing one strategy,
they are now using multiple
strategies to sit alongside a
market-cap weighted index to
form the equity allocation of a

pensionscheme’sportfolio.
Ana Paula Harris, portfolio

strategist forglobalequitybeta
solutions at State Street Global
Advisors, says: “As investors
become familiar with these
products and realise they per-
form differently in particular
market conditions, they are
starting to combine strategies
to provide diversification and

smootherreturns.”
Indeed, a survey published

inMaybyRussell Investments,
one of the largest providers of
smart-beta strategies, of 131
US and European asset owners
found that three-quarters of
respondents not currently
using smart beta strategies
said they were considering
makingallocations.

Smartbeta comes into its ownafter smartmarketing
STRATEGY

Aim is to provide a
cross between passive
and active approach

SALES AND MERGERS

Banks offload data services
as independent providers
undergo consolidation
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we support the idea of an inclusion
startingwithasmallweight.”

This is already happening on the
fixed income side, says Sui Chung,
managing director of Euromoney
Indices. The HSBC Asian Local Bond
Index, for example, includes onshore
RMB dominated bonds, but not at the
Chinesemarket’s fullweighing.

Mr Chung says: “From an index
construction point of view, you want
the index to represent as accurately
aspossibleanygivenmarket.”

This means that for China’s very

INDEX INVESTING

ATTRACTA MOONEY

China is one of the world’s largest
economies and its equity market,
combining listings in Shanghai, Shen-
zhen and Hong Kong, is second only
in value to the US. Yet the country
remains notably absent from global
indices.

China makes up only about three
per cent of the MSCI AC World Index,
for example, despite having the
world’s second-largest economy.
“China is the lastgreat frontier. It isan
incredibly large, diverse market and
it will be important and impactful
when it begins to be added to global
benchmarks,” says Mat Lystra, direc-
tor of international indexes method-
ologyatRussell Indexes.

But a greater presence for China in
indices is far from simple. This year,
both FTSE and MSCI ruled out
including A-shares, stocks incorpo-
rated in mainland China and denomi-
nated inrenminbi.

Although the A-shares market is
both “large and important”, investors
have big concerns about its potential
inclusion, says Chin-Ping Chia, head
ofAsia-PacificresearchatMSCI.

Chief among these is access to Chi-
nese securities. Hong Kong offers a
way in to offshore stocks, but foreign
firms currently have to invest in
A-shares and Chinese corporate
bonds through quota-based systems

knownasQFIIandRQFII.
The number of QFII and RQFII

licences granted to foreign investors
has risen sharply in recent years,
jumping by 33 per cent in the year to
February 2014 alone, according to
FTSE. However, fund firms applying
for licences still face tough restric-
tions, including a minimum level of
assetsundermanagement.

The current restrictions and the
quota-based system mean many
asset managers are unable to access
the market, says Mr Chia. “The quota
is restricted. Some investors are not
allocated quotas or do not get suffi-
cient quotas, so they do not have a
meaningfulexposure,”hesays.

“Ifyouweretoputasignificantpor-
tion of A-shares into the index, the
asset manager would not be able to
replicate theposition inmanycases.”

Eddie Pong, director of research
analysis at FTSE, says: “If you cannot
access [the Chinese market], it
doesn’tmatterhowbig it is.”

As well as obstacles such as these,
Mr Chia says MSCI has concerns
around capital mobility rules, includ-
ing a requirement to invest within six
monthsofbeinggrantedaquota.

ThenewShanghai-HongKongCon-
nect programme, which allows inves-
tors to buy some A-shares via Hong
Kong, will address some of the access
issues. However, Mr Chia says the
scheme is “not perfect”, especially as
investors will still not be able to
acquire stocks on the Shenzhen
exchange.

Index providers also bemoan the
settlement process in China, which

currently differs from conventional
standards, and the lack of clarity
aroundcapitalgains tax.

Yet, despite the difficulties, the day
whenChinesestocksappearonglobal
indices is edging closer, says Mr Chia.
“It is only a matter of time before
ChinaA-sharesare included.”

Mr Pong agrees: “The timeframe
we are talking about is probably five
years.”

With this in mind, index providers
are now grappling with the weighting
they should give to Chinese securities
inbenchmarks.

Shan Lan, head of global equity
index change and ETF research at
Deutsche Bank, says: “It will be very
difficult if not completely impossible
for fund managers to replicate the
indices, given the constraints that
currently exist in accessing China’s
domestic equity markets. However,

large market to be represented accu-
rately, “you should include lots of
Chinese bonds. But to balance that,
you have to have an eye on accessibil-
ity. Yes, it is very large, but can inves-
torsactuallyaccess it?”

On the equities side, Mr Lystra at
Russell Indexes says providers are
likely to start off with China A-shares
accounting for about 10 per cent of an
index, with this rising gradually. Ear-
lier this year, FTSE launched its glo-
balRQFIIandQFII indexseries.

Other index providers are likely to
offer similar products, as well as pro-
viding customised benchmarks for
asset managers that already have
access totheA-sharesmarket.

These benchmarks will help inves-
tors to prepare for the future possible
inclusion of China in global indices,
an event Mr Lystra says will be simi-
lar to including“anotherUSA”.

Thepromise
offeredby last
great frontier

A red future: investors need easier access before providers will include Chinese equities in indices – Bloomberg

‘If you cannot access
[the Chinesemarket],
it doesn’tmatter
how big it is’
EDDIEPONG, FTSE,

seems to include all equity and bond
indices) banks’ future involvement is
open to question. Given the potential
legal liability involved in running an
index business, some banks have
decidedtothrowinthetowel.

For example, last year HSBC sold its
index unit to Euromoney, the finan-
cial publishing group; in April 2014,
UBS offloaded its commodity and
Australian bond indices to Bloomb-
erg; and several non-bank bidders are
reportedly in the running to acquire

continued frompage15

Barclays’bondindexunit.
This trend will continue, predicts

Stephan Flagel, head of indices at
Thomson Reuters: “I’m surprised
more banks aren’t selling index busi-
nesses, as the appearance of potential
conflict isn’t ideal,”hesays.

“Banks design index rules, calcu-
late indices and select the securities
in their indices; their core business
issues and trades bonds, trades in cre-
ation and redemption baskets for
exchange traded funds, determine
the baskets’ composition and struc-
tureproducts,”MrFlagelcontinues.

Sui Chung, chief executive of
Euromoney Indices, adds that for
banks, “even honest mistakes could
be seen as conduct issues”. He says:
“Banks face inherent conflict in act-
ing as a product provider and market

maker while developing the intellec-
tualproperty inherent inanindex.”

However, removing banks from
the index business completely would
not benefit investors, says one mar-
ket participant, echoing recent regu-
latory concerns about the potential
degradationofcriticalbenchmarks.

Srikant Dash is former head of
Bloomberg’s index business and now
an adviser to firms involved in the
disposal of banks’ benchmark units.
He says: “For fixed income, currency

and commodity benchmarks, it’s a
myth to suggest that you can take the
banks completely out of the equation.

“That comes down to market struc-
ture. In the non-exchange-traded
parts of the market, benchmarks
require a level of expertise that those
not involved in trading bonds will
strugglewith.”

A likely consequence of banks’
downsized role in indexing is extra
work for third-party providers of so-
called“evaluatedpricing”services.

Evaluated pricing is common in
areas of the fixed income market with
lower levels of liquidity. Evaluators
with specialist knowledge of market
segments rely on a variety of price
sources, includingbanks’quotes.

Alex Matturri is chief executive of
S&P Dow Jones Indices, which is

rumoured to be bidding for Barclays’
bond index unit. He says: “In our
fixed income indices we’re looking to
third parties to act as price providers.
Banks can provide the price inputs,
but we feel comfortable that we’re
getting prices from someone who is in
anunbiasedposition.”

“Can independent index providers
find good pricing sources for various
asset classes?” asks Baer Pettit, chair-
man of the Index Industry Associa-
tion,abodythatrepresentsproviders.
“I thinktheanswerisyes.”

Multibillion fines notwithstanding,
the regulators’ post-Libor assault on
banks appears to have subsided into
an uneasy truce. Banks’ future role
may no longer include owning indi-
ces, but their wholesale exit from
benchmarks looksunlikely.

Banks face
uncertain
index future

CHINA

Absence from global
rankings centres on ease of
access for investors

Given the legal liabilities
of running an index
business, some banks
have thrown in the towel
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There has long been a certain class of
investor that has paid close attention
to the risks posed to their invest-
ments by climate change but they
have been very much in the minority
andhavehadfewtools tohelpthem.

Help is now at hand. MSCI, the
index provider, has launched a range
of low-carbon indices, and other pro-
viders such as Standard & Poor’s are
reporting increased interest in more
established low-carbon products.
CompaniessuchasAmundiarecreat-
ing investment products based on the
indices.

This is a sign of things to come, says
Jane Goodland, co-head of sustaina-
ble investment at Towers Watson.
“Investors have been looking for
some time for ways to express their
views around climate change risks.
Low-carbonindicesprovide investors
with an efficient, low-cost and trans-
parentwayofdoingso.”

One of the most emphatic signs of
this came at the UN climate summit
in New York in September, where
investors representing more than
$24tn in assets released a statement
saying that “stronger political leader-
ship and more ambitious policies are
needed in order for us to scale up our
investments”.

The signatories, who included
some of the world’s biggest investors
including BlackRock, Calpers, Cal-
strs, PGGM and Allianz, added that
they would play their part and “iden-
tify and evaluate low carbon invest-
ment opportunities . . . consider
investment vehicles that invest in low
carbon assets . . . and develop our
capacity to assess the risks and
opportunities presented by climate
change and climate policy to our
investment portfolios, and integrate,
where appropriate, this information
intoour investmentdecisions.”

These are not niche players, says
Remy Briand, global head of index
and ESG research at MSCI. “You can
see that investors are getting serious
about climate change and its impact
onfuturecapital flows.”

Indices will be crucial to this effort.
For a long while, ESG (environmen-
tal, social and governance) investors
did not have a benchmark, says Alka
Banerjee, managing director of Glo-
bal Equities at Standard & Poor’s,
which launched a carbon-efficient US
index as far back as 2009. “They
hoped for higher returns but there
was no guarantee that they would not
lose money by making climate-
friendly investments.”

S&P was ahead of its time in

launching the index, Ms Banerjee
says, because there was at the time
still a lot of scepticism about climate
change, which was not helped by the
disastrous Copenhagen climate con-
ference at the end of that the index’s
launch year. “Now there is no contro-
versy about climate change and peo-
ple realise we have to do something
about it.”

MSCI, too, was discussing low-car-
bon indices six years ago, says Mr Bri-
and. What has changed, he says, is
that “people recognise that the prob-
lemisabitmore immediate thanthey
initially thought and the debate has
focused a lot more on the idea of
stranded assets such as coal or other

fossil fuel reserves, or power stations
owned by utilities. If these assets can-
not be fully used, they will have to be
written off, which we have seen hap-
pening in Europe with companies
such as Eon and GDF Suez. These
write-offs are happening now, not in
10years’ time.”

The other reason for growing inter-
est is that there have been advances
in the indexing world, he says. “We
have solutions that are more sophisti-
cated. Innovation in creating factor
indices has grown and we understand
much more how to create indices that
create a tilt towards the desired factor
– in this case low carbon intensity –
but manage other dimensions such as
tracking error. Asset owners already
have factor allocation to minimise
issues such as volatility so there is a
greater levelofcomfort.”

There are a number of variants of
the low-carbon investing approach,
from total exclusion of fossil fuels at
one end to under- and overweighting
of indices at the other, says Ms Good-
land. “I am pleasantly surprised by
the fact that there is a range of
approaches to choose from. Investors
have different needs, so we need all
thesedifferentproducts.”

One of the benefits of indices is that

they can be set up to provide market-
like returns. “This means investors
are getting market-like returns now
but over the longer term, as climate
policies start having a real impact,
these indices are well-placed to pro-
vide outperformance relative to the
benchmark. It’s good for investors
because they don’t have to take much
risk,”saysMsGoodland.

“Some investors are very much
aboutdivesting fromfossil fuelswhile
others want to build a portfolio that
reflects the risks of increasing regula-
tion of emissions. For some investors,
it’s about making more money while
some want to protect themselves
from downside risks. However, many
investors who start in the risk space
quickly see there an upside poten-
tial.”

This is important, says Matthew
Fitzmaurice, chief executive at
EcoAlpha, because “to achieve the
intended aims of low carbon indexing
– using capital to combat climate
change – the necessary action
involves more than simply denying
money to companies that are part of
the problem. It requires allocating
investment dollars to companies that
areprovidingasolution.

“Compared with investing in solu-

tions, low carbon indexing is a less
effective tool to combat a very real
problem. Threats such as climate
change require action, not just reac-
tion. Investors looking to move the
needle on carbon are realising that to
maximise impact, they must direct
the power of their capital not just
away from fossil fuels, but also
towardsthesolutions.”

INDEX INVESTING

Hot protests over global warming in the FloodWall Street demonstrations preceding the UN climate summit in New York— Timothy A Clary/Getty Images

CLIMATE

Investors have a range of
tools to gain exposure to
environmental change

Lowcarbonbecomes ahighpriority
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